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godaddy hosts 20 million websites, with 4.3 million businesses, 1.7 million
schools, and 2.8 million individuals. it is estimated that about 48% of the

web is run on a godaddy-hosted site. godaddy signed a $1.9 billion deal to
acquire bluehost, a hosting company, in april 2015. godaddy, in

cooperation with the internet corporation for assigned names and
numbers (icann), enabled the application of third-party dns names for 2.1
million websites in 2013. in some cases, such as youtube and craigslist,

third-party dns names were enabled by default., facebook is a social
media and messaging platform founded in february 2004 by mark

zuckerberg and his then-college roommate, cofounder eduardo saverin,
who purchased the domain name “facebook.com” for $240 in february

2003. the website’s major features included a friendship graph, a photo-
sharing application, and a chat room feature. by 2006, facebook had

500,000 users. the website has more than 1. i use both for gaming and
web browsing. for gaming, i connect my laptop to my "smart" tv with a
hdmi cable. the laptop has to be plugged into the wall but i just have it

under my desk. when i want to play a game i start up my macbook. it has
to be plugged in but the port is in a different room from the tv. while i'm
gaming, i have to move around a bit. moving the big screen tv with me

would be a pain and the laptop is a pain to carry around. "it feels like i am
watching tv while gaming. oh, btw, i can change the channel on the tv

with the remote and it changes the channel on my laptop. took me a little
time to get used to that, but once i did it was easy.
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since 1996, the number of consumers who spent $19 or more on individual games
increased by 180%, to almost 28 million. a great deal of this growth was attributed
to the rise of the multiplayer online role-playing game (mmorpg, pronounced mom-

rpg).9 in the late 1990s, mmorpgs became increasingly popular, such as ultima
online, everquest, lineage ii, asheron's call, world of warcraft, and everquest ii.

these games had similar features to popular multiplayer online battle arena (moba,
pronounced mo-ba) games, such as league of legends, to which they have since

become more closely affiliated.10 these are increasingly popular games, which are
accessed online via streaming services. because of their popularity, many video
game players, particularly those in their thirties, forties and fifties are now the

earliest demographic for playing these games. many can be played for hours, some
even for days, with little or no rest. such longevity requires that games be very
easy to begin with, that they offer a high level of content, and that they offer an
easy way to accommodate the growing number of players. our findings suggest

that gender-specific protective factors could underlie gender differences in av use
and health problems among young people.. we believe that this is the first study on

the relationship between av use and health problems that addresses this issue.
there is a need for more research on young people’s av use and health, especially

to examine mechanisms to the nature of the association. our study also has several
limitations. for instance, our study sample was limited to students in a secondary

school. future studies should aim to include a more representative sample. another
limitation is that some of the measures of av use and health were self-reported.
although self-reported measures are more inexpensive and easier to use, these
limitations need to be taken into consideration when interpreting these results.
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